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is
Salvation?

(25 – Can Salvation Be Lost?)
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Investigation

Salvation from an evangelical perspective 
is intricately linked to being “born again”
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Investigation

Here’s a Kingdom perspective on ‘born 
again’ from Mike Parsons 
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InvestigationPoints about being ‘born again’

www.youtube.com/watch?v=tB8zwI_78-I [1:25-8:00]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tB8zwI_78-I
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Investigation

But what happens after death?

We know ‘salvation’ (i.e. turning to Jesus) 
can occur after death

canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/INVESTIGATION-What-is-Salvation19.pdf



https://canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/INVESTIGATION-What-is-Salvation19.pdf
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Investigation

So, let’s hear Mike Parsons teach on 
‘Can you lose your salvation?’ from an 

unconditional love perspective
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InvestigationCan you lose your salvation?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yj-ZHZ_MAVo [0:53-19:00]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yj-ZHZ_MAVo
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Investigation

NOTE
The following is a shortened version to 

watch if you desire
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InvestigationSHORT VERSION: Can you lose your salvation?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bqVJ1UwAGs [7:03]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bqVJ1UwAGs
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Investigation

But, losing salvation depends on what 
you think salvation actually is.

Is it going to Heaven?
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Investigation

No. Salvation is about being in Father’s 
family. That’s all.
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Investigation

Salvation is a concept we need to move 
away from because it has OT roots
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Investigation

Listen to Mike Parsons explain that, 
by comparing it with religion
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Investigation

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCQSjiHIm2A [24:30-27:26]

This is a critically important clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCQSjiHIm2A
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Investigation

FURTHER RESEARCH
If you wish a comparison, the following 2 

video teachings are from Jonathan 
Welton. They cover ‘losing salvation’ from 
a New Covenant, Christian perspective.
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Investigation

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LX91TGXImm8 [11:00-17:45]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LX91TGXImm8
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InvestigationEternal Security v Losing Salvation

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-g0dYVkmqA [8:10]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-g0dYVkmqA
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COPYRIGHT
This document is free to copy, republish and distribute, but only ‘as is’.

All quotes are copyrighted to the authors credited.
Free graphics are from www.clker.com & free photos are from commons.wikimedia.org.

All Canberra Forerunner documents are licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License

This is a teaching document for educational purposes

http://www.clker.com/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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